INTRODUCTION
Users report on machine translation. For fifteen years, since Xerox reported their new Systran installation at the first "Translating and the Computer" in 1978 (Elliston 1), the user's report has been a mainstay here. The very title of the conference series reflects that: we deliberately chose the concrete, practical "Translating" rather than the potentially abstract "Translation". This paper, however, concerns not one user's report, but more than 40: 38 survey responses and a number of users' testimonials. It deals first with probably the most comprehensive survey of MT use ever performed, in which the International Association for Machine Translation (IAMT) approached some 75 users. Half replied, a remarkable response rate. However, even 75 users are far from a comprehensive sample. The survey was necessarily biassed towards the language industry, and in particular it could not cover a myriad individual users. The big story in MT now is an immense expansion in "PCMT": MT products for anyone's personal computer. These do full-sentence batch translation, but at a price within easy reach of the ordinary person in the street. These conferences have never been concerned with such people, but it would be unwise to ignore this democratisation of MT. The second part of the paper therefore deals with such users.
A full report on the survey was given at MT Summit IV in Kobe in July, and has since been updated in the IAMT journal, MT News International (Vasconcellos 2, 3) . The present paper, while it draws on that report and on the raw data from the survey, complements that report by quoting more from users.
THE IAMT SURVEY OF MT USE
The main survey was performed in June 1993 by the IAMT Secretary, Muriel Vasconcellos. The questions (Table 1) had been devised some months before by Joann Ryan for a pilot survey of seven users. Five of these were contacted again in June (two having fallen by the wayside). In the main survey the questions were then faxed directly to the 70 other MT users (or in some cases prospective users) for whom fax numbers could be obtained, and the responses were faxed directly back. Thirtythree current MT users responded, giving a total of 38 responses from a sample of 75. Sixteen were in the USA, 11 in Japan and 11 in Europe. Not included were survey responses from seven prospective users. Of these one was due to start MT the following month, one had called for bids, and the remaining five were performing pilot tests or feasibility studies. This group included CompuServe, whose online forum and E-mail service was to offer English-French MT from this autumn, with other languages to follow: "potential volume is 30 million words PER DAY!" (their emphasis).
The 38 current users included most of the known large users, and many users comparable to language industry people present today. They had 17 different MT systems. Four had two systems, making a total of 42 systems. (Some, of course, also had more than one language direction, and/or the same system on more than one site.) Of the 17 different systems, 12 were commercially available: there were eight users of SYSTRAN, six of METAL, four of DP/TRANSLATOR and two of its forerunner, Weidner's MicroCAT, four of Sharp's DUET, three of LOGOS, two each of Fujitsu's ATLAS, Hitachi's HICATS and NEC's PIVOT, and one each of Linguistic Products' PC-TRANSLATOR, GENERALE-TAO and CATENA. The remaining five had been developed for in-house use: METEO at Environment Canada, SHALT at IBM Japan, a CATENA-based system at NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation), SPANAM/ENGSPAN at the Pan American Health Organization, and the JICST system at the Japan Information Center of Science and Technology. (Another vendor, Winger, sent user contact details for the survey, but too late for inclusion.)
Thirty users gave figures for the volume of MT and/or for the percentage of MT in their total translation volume. Table 2 summarises the use of MT by these 30 respondents, on whom this report concentrates.
Twentyfive of these gave MT volumes, totalling some 180 million words/year. Volumes ranged from 25,000 to no less than 45,000,000, with 18 of the 25 quoting millions.
Twentyfour users gave the percentages of MT in their total translation volume. These ranged from 5 to 100%. Of the five users who machine-translate more than 10 million words/year, all but one quoted high percentages. The 25 million words of manuals machine-translated by the Canadian translation company Lexi-tech represent 100% of their volume; the 17 million words of weather bulletins at Environment Canada, 85%; the 11,250,000 words of scientific and technical articles and documents at the United States Air Force, 80%; the 45 million words of manuals and software at Bull, 50%; and the 30 million words, mainly of low-level in-house documents, at the Commission of the European Communities, 15%.
All uses stated in these thirty responses are listed in Table 2 . About half of the respondents cite manuals; these, not surprisingly, are the commonest text type cited. The other text types vary widely (see Table) . They include reports, abstracts, correspondence, subtitles for television news, patent titles, insurance contracts, employee booklets, lists, catalogues, questionnaires, newsletters, phone books, etc. The number of fields listed is also large. Table 2 , and 82% of the full responding population of 38. This indicates a notable degree of expansion of MT use.
MT ON THE CLAPHAM OMNIBUS
The expansion is gaining speed with greater public awareness of PCMT. Over a dozen companies now sell PCMT in the United States. Between them they offer 17 different language directions, with more on the way. More systems, too, are under development.
By December 1992, when the US WordPerfect Magazine (Maloy 4) balloted readers on their favourite WordPerfect-compatible software, no less than 7865 readers voted in the MT category, and should therefore arguably have at least tested an MT package.
The three favourites were Linguistic Products' PC-TRANSLATOR, MicroTac Software's LANGUAGE ASSISTANT series, and Globalink's GTS. Linguistic Products, who offer 12 language combinations, report sales as doubling annually since they came to market to 1985. Globalink, offering seven, were floated on the stock exchange in June 1993, with a prospectus claiming over 13,000 products sold since January 1990, from $299 to $998 retail. Above all, sales of MicroTac's four bidirectional packages, which sell at under $100, doubled from 100,000 in November 1992 to 200,000 by August 1993. This trend is encouraged by the popular computer press. As I was writing this paper, both IBM's Helpware Magazine (Coote 5) and WordPerfect Magazine (Lyne 6) fell unsolicited on my doormat, both bearing articles on PCMT.
The archetypal ordinary person in English law is "the man on the Clapham omnibus". When lawyers want to establish what is reasonable to the ordinary person, they conjure up the London commuter on a big red bus, the picture of normality. Now, perhaps, he is sitting there on the No.137, literally performing MT on his laptop or palmtop.
Perhaps all too literally. We know that only too well, but do these PCMT users know it? Do they know the foreign language they are working with? Who are they?
Such users are not easy to identify. Client lists are usually confidential. Some information may be gleaned from testimonials, however, of which eight were passed on by two PCMT vendors. In particular they remind us that translation as we know it is not the only kind. These testimonials are not to be confused with our survey responses, not least because they do not come directly from the users. However, they look genuine, and cast some light on who does what on the Clapham omnibus.
Testimonials
Parts of all eight testimonials follow, with original spelling. The first concerns Linguistic Products' PC-TRANSLATOR, and is from a bilingual secretary in Maryland, in the international marketing division of an electronics multinational:
"We have been successfully using your Spanish to English and English to Spanish translator softwares for a few years and would like to have the updated version. ... I am sure that your new package is of superior quality, as always."
The remaining seven testimonials are from users of MicroTac's Language Assistant series. First, an American in Paris:
"I've used it [French Assistant] a little in translate mode, like the day there was no hot water in the apartment I'm renting and I had to go check with la gardienne. I created a file with the basic questions I wanted to ask, each one expressed two or three ways with lots of complete clauses, simple sentences, etc. I was able to get some half decent sentences with a little tweaking and patience. I practiced pronouncing the sentences a little bit and went down to knock on the office door. Normally I would have printed out the results and carried a page along as a 'cheat-sheet' but my printer was out of order. I put my notebook on battery power and carried the PC along with me. Turns out that 'La Gardienne' was out and her high-school age daughter came to the door. I guess I should have spent more minutes on the pronunciation practice because the noises I was uttering left la fille de la gardienne looking perplexed. At that point I flipped up the display on the PC and held it so she could see the screen as I scrolled through my questions. This evidence from testimonials is at best anecdotal. However, experience suggests that it may be representative of satisfied PCMT users, if not the PCMT user population as a whole. In particular, it seems safe to infer that not all PCMT users are language professionals, or know enough of the foreign language to judge whether the MT is good. But can they judge whether it is useful to them? In most cases they probably can. There is, after all, more than one way to skin a cat.
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